
DELIGHTFUL LEARNING EXPERIENCE AT AN 
INDUSTRIAL VISIT TO TRIVANDRUM 

 

Students have a learning experience at one of the animation studios 

Students of III B. Voc 3D animation had an engaging industrial visit to 
Trivandrum, Kerala 26th to 28th September 2019. Zebu Animation Studio at 
Techno Park was the first stop for the students DDU KAUSHAL Kendra, 
Loyola College.  

A start-up company, Zebu Animation Studio, was a great learning 
experience. With branches in other parts of Kerala and also a unit in Delhi 
and Calcutta provided us insights on VFX and pure animation through their 
current animation series on Ghost Busters with Lego models. They showed 
us the first Episode which they had completed and got approved by the client, 
which was to be released in a couple of days when we visited. 

Lumicel animation, our second stop, provided first hand experience about 2D 
animation. With branches all over the world, they work on cartoon series and 
other 2d animation work. Apart from the learnings, a serene ambience and 



clear view of the beach spotted with coconut from the 7th and 8th floors of 
the building was mesmerising. We visited many animation studios like 
Adaar, which is a 3D Ad agency who work with branded products like Vivo, 
Samsung, nickelodeon and other cartoon series.  

 

Time to relax at one of the beautiful beaches of Kerala. 

What is learning without witnessing the beauty of God’s Own Country? We 
visited poovar, an island in the outer region of Trivandrum, which sees 
confluence the Neyyar river and the Arabian sea. Mother Mary was blessing 
us near the island standing Godfully on a pedestal.  

We also visited Kallar waterfalls it was one of the famous shooting spot of 
the 80s.The water was so sweet and pristine. We walked for about 1 hr to 
reach the falls. But the sort of trekking enhanced the beauty of the place. On 
the whole it was learning as well as enjoyable trip. 


